2005 dodge grand caravan stereo installation

Automotive wiring in a Dodge Grand Caravan vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to
identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Dodge Grand Caravan headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or
high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light,
reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Dodge
Grand Caravan car radio wiring diagrams, Dodge Grand Caravan car audio wiring diagrams,
Dodge Grand Caravan car stereo wiring diagrams, Dodge Grand Caravan car radio wiring
schematics, Dodge Grand Caravan car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by
our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile
electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which
Dodge Grand Caravan part or component. Use of the Dodge Grand Caravan wiring information
is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any
information found here to your Dodge Grand Caravan. If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. The Dodge Grand Caravan radio
wire color information above is updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like
to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car
audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing a car stereo, car radio, car
speakers, car amplifier, car navigation or any mobile electronics is identifying the correct wires
for a Dodge Caravan. The Modified Life staff has put their heads together to create an invaluable
resource containing free car stereo wiring diagram, free car wiring diagram and free radio wiring
diagram. Use of the wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors
and diagrams before applying any information found here to your Dodge Caravan. You need to
lower the shocks sensor sensitivity to prevent you alarm from going off when cars drive by.
Some alarm systems have external shock sensors which can be adjusted externally. Some
alarm systems have built in shock sensors which can only be adjusted via alarm programming.
If you have never adjusted or programmed your alarm system before, our advice is that you take
your car to an experienced alarm installer. It should not take more than 30 minutes from start to
finish to adjust it. Hope this helps. Good luck with your shock sensor adjustment. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
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Verified Purchase. First, let me say that I am extremely grateful that these are being
manufactured and sold. They seem to be the only option for those of us driving the early 's
Dodge and Chrysler minivans. My original radio worked and sounded fine. It was the stock
setup. I added an interface so I could connect an iPod and listen to my own music in decent

quality. The display went out about two years ago and I just learned to live with it. But I finally
decided to upgrade and this was a vital part of being able to use the double DIN Android
receiver that I really wanted. The finish is acceptable, but the reason I only gave 4 out of 5 is that
a couple of tabs used for the manufacturing, I'm guessing, were broken off, but still visible in
the radio opening. So, I had to spend some time with a flat file smoothing it out. I wish it had the
nicer finish that the original fascia had - kind of a carbon fiber look on the sides, but this is fine.
It gets the job done. HOWEVER, I did have to make some modifications to the radio opening
once I got in there, in order for my head unit to fit far enough in to be able to snap the new
fascia back into place, so be prepared for that. Basically, once you remove the factory unit,
there were a couple of thick plastic protrusions in the area behind the radio that had no
discernible purpose. These had to be removed in order to properly fit the radio unit. I didn't
have a cutting tool or saw that could get in that small a space, so I just grabbed the nubs with
some vice grips and bent and twisted until they broke off. They also don't tell you that you're
going to lose most of that lower storage space under the climate controls. They replace it with a
smaller storage spot which is narrower and shallower, but you will need to remove the old
storage space cavity or "sleeve", before you can re-install the new fascia. UPDATE: I returned
this item for an exchange after discovering a hairline crack on one of the smaller pieces that
attach. Seller suggested I might be able to live with the defect, but for the price, I wanted it to be
perfect and I knew the crack would always bug me. He graciously allowed the return for a full
refund. The second fascia was in much better shape. No rough spots in the opening for the
radio, no cracks. Very nice, indeed. Pro tip: If you're installing in a ''07 Dodge Caravan and you
decide to use the plastic radio mounts that come with this kit, there is a small plastic peg on the
underside of the left hand bracket between the upper and lower mounting slots. Cut or file it off.
Otherwise, it wouldn't fit in the opening correctly. That little aforementioned peg prevents you
from sliding the head unit horizontally to the left for the mounting adjustment. By Jeff O. Images
in this review. I have followed their instructions and swapped everything from my old panel to
the new one. There is one major problem: the panel does not want to go in because the spring
connectors in the center do not line up good. I contacted the seller and got absolutely no
answer on their part. I did not ask for a refund just feedback from them as this certainly has
happened before and there should be a fix. Total silence. Awesome product i did need to make a
notch in the car to get it to seat in place, i have included an image it moves the controls down
slightly which makes this hit, very easy fix and it is perfect. This did the job of upgrading my car
stereo to a double din navigation system. There is a small gap at the bottom but I can live with
it. The plastic clips are okay, I ended up using a few of the old ones since they were beefier. The
small cubby hole at the bottom is NOT the same size as the original, it is considerably smaller.
Not a deal breaker, but it would have been nice to have that space back. It isn't exactly like the
original on the sides. The original has a different plastic pattern, whereas this one is smooth. It
comes with radio mounts for the sides and it is important to note that there is a left and a right.
Overall, I'd buy this again if needed, I am pretty happy. One person found this helpful. Perfect
fit. By David on April 14, It does allow a double din radio to fit, but as others have said just
doesn't fit back and hold like factory. I knew this though and am making mods for it to work. Do
wish however that it wasn't necessary. The clips it comes with suck so use the original ones.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Worked perfect, looks like the van always
had this dash. You do have to cut some supports out of the actual van that used to hold the
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